Discover the brand new science of

People Skills and Team Building
Understanding People - It’s easier than you think
Invest in team building, with more ROI than ever before. We can make this promise, because remembering and
understanding everyone’s shape is easy. We provide entertaining, fun, team building experiences that will
change your people for the better. Find out everyone’s shape at the beginning of the conference and the
learning will happen through your whole event.
We provide desk posters, organizational charts, and an app to remind teams how to communicate, motivate
others and handle conflict. We offer corporate training, retreats, keynotes, executive coaching and team building.
(A price list is attached)
You won’t get the magic until you jump online www.12shapes.com and try the quiz for yourself.
Make sure you invite friends and family to find their shapes from inside the app. Then, you can see their shape
and they can see yours, this is where the magic begins. We teach you to get along with everyone in your life.

Your shape is based on the real drivers of your behavior what you fear most and what you value most.
Why 12 Shapes is better than
the DISC, Big 5 or Strength Finders?
It is simple and easy to remember,
which makes it actually usable. (Can you
remember everyone’s 5 strengths or
four letters? You’ll remember their
SHAPE and what that means immediately.
12 Shapes is the most fun you can
have becoming a better human.
We eliminate office drama and people
problems - so everyone can
get back to work.
You know that problems in relationships at
home impact your bottom line every
day. Employees say this training was
the gift that kept on giving, because getting
along better with people - improved
their lives at home more than anything else.

Learn more at
www.coachkimgiles.com
"Rather than focusing on behavior or superficial methodology, Coach Kim asks us to look
inside ourselves and make improvements to
our cores – This resonated strongly with me. I
wholeheartedly endorse this program."
- Vince Rhoton
EVP of Sales & Marketing, LIFETIME Products

Discover the best corporate training program on the planet

People Skills and Team Building
Price list
One hour to 90 minute Keynote:
Kim Giles

$5500. + travel

Half day Training:Kim Giles
Kim Giles

$7500. + travel

Full day Training:
Kim Giles

$9500. + travel

Having all your employees take the12 Shapes Relationship Survey and receive a
full report about their shape, their strengths and their weaknesses:
(1-10 people $49 each) (10-80 people $35 each) (81+ people $25 each)
Organizational Chart and Book:
A detailed report showing your organizational chart and all employees by shape and
in their teams. This report includes detailed info about how each shape shows up in
the workplace. This information will help you see if you have the right people in the
right places. (1-10 people $400) (11-40 people $800) (41+ people $1500)
Virtual online by Zoom Trainings: 1hour $1500, 2 hours to half day $3500,
90 minute sessions with each Team Leader or Executive to discuss their
team dynamics, what the problems are, and what changes are recommended. ($480.)
Our presentations are entertaining, fun and educational - they teach employees what
they really need to know about themselves and others. We are the most fun they can
have becoming better people. We provide posters for each office on request.
Finally some team building that is worth the investment. The 12 Shapes program is
more in-depth, yet simple and more useable than anything else on the market - there
is nothing like it - and no competition.

Learn more at www.coachkimgiles.com or 12shapes.com

